
Protect Your Investment with a Nordson 
Extrusion Dies Industries’ Service Contract

Nordson Extrusion Dies Industries now offers 
customers the opportunity to secure a service 
contract with their new die system purchase.  

Service contracts are available with the following 
options: 

•  On-Site Support

•  Emergency Visits

•  Operator and 
Maintenance Team 
Training

•  24/7 Emergency 
Telephone Support

To design your customized service package, please 
contact your local sales representative or the 
Nordson Extrusion Dies Industries headquarters at 
+1.715.726.1201 or sales@nordsonedi.com. 

With a dedicated team of Aftermarket and 
Service Specialists, Nordson Extrusion Dies 

Industries, LLC provides processors with 
solutions for improving the life and performance 
of their extrusion and fluid coating die systems.

Years of combined experience in die 
system design and production, along with a 

commitment to the success of our customers, is 

The

Difference

Nordson Polymer Processing Systems

Nordson Polymer Processing Systems provides customers 
with engineered components to melt, homogenize, 
dispense, and give shape to plastic and fluid coating 
materials. Nordson Corporation leverages the collective 
plastics industry experience from a series of strategic 
acquisitions to offer a uniquely broad portfolio of industry-
leading technologies. Nordson delivers a full range of 
precision melt stream products - from screw and barrels 
for extrusion and injection molding - to filtration systems, 
pumps, and valves - to the extrusion dies and pelletizing 
systems to meet the constantly evolving needs of the 
polymer industry. 

Nordson Corporation provides customers with local 
technical sales, service, and remanufacturing capabilities 
through sales organizations and regional manufacturing 
facilities in over 30 countries. To learn more, visit us at 
http://www.nordsonpolymerprocessing.com.
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What Customers are Saying about 
Nordson Extrusion Dies Industries’ 
Remanufacturing Services... 

“After refurbishing our die with Nordson Extrusion 
Dies Industries, we boosted output by 15%, 
narrowed gauge control by 5%, and improved 
product quality.”

- Stretch Film Manufacturer

“The key to our business is frequent product 
changeovers with minimum downtime. We chose 
Nordson Extrusion Dies Industries for our new die 
business because when the time comes to upgrade 
it, they have the capabilities to do the job in a few 
weeks.” 

- Custom Sheet Extruder

“The ability to continuously improve gauge 
control and process efficiency by retrofitting new 
generations of automatic die technology gives us a 
real advantage in thin films where there is no margin 
for error.” 

- Magnetic Tape Producer
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Remanufacturing Services

Nordson Extrusion Dies 
Industries’ remanufacturing 
services range from clean-
up and inspection, to repairs 
and refinishing, to redesign of 
flow channels, to retrofits that 
dramatically expand processing 
capabilities. Processors can 
even incorporate technological 
advances developed since their dies were built or 
increase their product-line versatility. 

With remanufacturing facilities located in Chippewa 
Falls, WI, USA, Temse, Belgium, Shanghai, China, 
and Saitama, Japan, Nordson Extrusion Dies 
Industries has the ability to refurbish and repair 
die systems, including those built by other die 
manufacturers, worldwide.

Each die returned to a Nordson Extrusion Dies 
Industries facility for remanufacturing follows the 
same basic steps: 

•  Disassembly prior to a thorough inspection and 
evaluation. 

•  Chrome plating (or other surface finish) is 
stripped prior to repair of any worn or damaged 
surface. 

•  Flow surfaces are refinished and body seals, 
prelands, and lip openings are re-ground. 

•  Worn or failed electrical and mechanical parts 
are replaced. 

•  Internal dimensions and seals are  
re-established prior to the surfaces being polished, 
re-plated, and re-polished. 

•  Reassembly and inspection prior to shipment. 

With Nordson Extrusion 
Dies Industries, old dies 

can become virtually like-
new, or better than new, 

with redesigned flow paths, 
improved components and 
added process capabilities. 

On-Site Service and Technical Support

Because a die system is not only a strategic 
investment, but also a critical component in the 
overall melt stream, Nordson Extrusion Dies 
Industries employs a team of 
Field Service Technicians to 
offer processors both on-site 
and remote technical support. 

Nordson Extrusion Dies 
Industries’ Technicians are 
available to assist with start-up 
and commissioning, process 
optimization, die inspections and repairs, and on-site 
replacement of die system components and parts or 
repairs. 

Technicians can also be scheduled to conduct on-
site operation and maintenance training, allowing 
the individuals who regularly work with the Nordson 
Extrusion Dies Industries’ die system the chance to 
learn in a true “hands-on” setting. 

Nordson Extrusion Dies Industries offers seven days 
a week scheduled or emergency call service and 
troubleshooting, with Technicians based throughout 
the world to provide regional service and support. 

Nordson Extrusion Dies Industries’ Field Service 
team is committed to maximizing extruder uptime by 
providing proven solutions for polymer processing 

and fluid coating applications. 

Spare Part Services

With spare part inventories located in the U.S.A., 
Belgium, China, and Japan, Nordson Extrusion Dies 
Industries is able to ship most 
standard spare part items 
within one day. 

Due to Nordson Extrusion 
Dies Industries’ extensive 
engineering records, custom 
parts can be designed and 
produced quickly to get lines 
back up and running. 

Because of our experience with non-Nordson 
Extrusion Dies Industries’ systems, our spare parts 
departments stock parts for any legacy model that 
are also available for same day shipment. 

Nordson Extrusion Dies Industries’ team of 
Customer Support Specialists work with processors 
to quickly and accurately place spare parts orders, 

reducing costly downtime. 

Melt Stream Components Partners

For additional information on remanufacturing or spare 
part services from our partners in the Nordson Polymer 
Processing Systems line of business, please contact the 
following offices: 

Nordson BKG GmbH
Hessenweg 3

48157 Münster Germany
+49.251.26501.0 Phone

Nordson PPS GmbH
Coermühle 1

48157 Münster Germany
+49.251.21405.0 Phone

Nordson XALOY Incorporated
1399 Countyline Road

New Castle, PA 16101 USA
+1.724.656.5600 Phone


